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Introduction

Result and Discussion

Surface plasmon resonance(SPR) has been widely used in optical biosensors,
since it has advantages of rapid, label-free, and real-time detection. And our
group previously employed nanowire structures on the sensor surface to
overcome sensitivity limits of the conventional SPR biosensor. As a result,
optimal nanowire structures can provide sensitivity enhancement more than
an order, compared to conventional SPR biosensors.

SEF and SEFUTV Values of SAMT, SAMS, SAMB, and SAMALL

In this study, we quantitatively investigated the effect of target localization
on the sensitivity enhancement of the nanowire-mediated SPR sensor. Since
the local field amplification by nanostructures is known to contribute to the
enhancement of optical transitions in biomolecules, we also considered the
spatial distribution of localized plasmonic fields on a sensor surface.
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The tables above show SEF(left) and SEFUTV(right) values of the structure. The
period and VF of the nanowires are identical to all samples as Λ = 50 nm
and VF = 0.5.
According to the tables, the target on the sidewalls
contributes most to the overall sensitivity enhancement. Particularly, in the
right table, the target on the sidewalls enhances the sensitivity by more than
an order.
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The results above appear to be originated from the effect of strong surface
field from localized surface plasmons(LSPs) covering localized target. To
prove this, we investigated the spatial distribution of Ex, Hy, and Ez fields
using finite-difference time domain(FDTD) method. Following graphs show
field distribution of dnw = 5 nm sample.
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Target analytes are assumed as 1-nm thin layer of self-assembled
monolayer(SAM). To investigate the effect of target localization, we divided
the SAM layer into three localization regions: nanowire top(SAMT),
sidewalls(SAMS), bottom area(SAMB). In addition, SAMALL represents uniform
target on the sensor surface.

As indicated on the graphs, biomolecules on sidewalls can be affected to
LSPs stronger than those on bottom and top, and finally it can enhance
sensitivity of the SPR biosensor significantly.
Although not shown here, Ex and Hy field of this sample, and field
distribution of dnw = 10 nm sample show similar results.

Volume Factor (VF)
We denote VF as the ratio of the volume occupied by gold nanowires per
period, i.e. VF = wNW / Λ.

Sensitivity Enhancement Factor (SEF) and
Sensitivity Enhancement per Target Unit (SEFUTV)
SEF and SEFUTV are introduced for quantitatively estimating enhanced
sensitivity. SEF is defined as

SEF =

Dq NWSPR q NWSPR ( target ) - q NWSPR (no target )
=
DqSPR
qSPR ( target ) - qSPR (no target )

where qNWSPR and qSPR indicate the resonance angles with and without
nanowires. The value of ΔqSPR is 0.19°.
And SEFUTV is defined as

SEFUTV =

Dq NWSPR / VNWSPR
Dq SPR / VSPR

where VNWSPR and VSPR denote the total target volume for nanowire-based
SPR and conventional SPR structures.

Conclusion
We investigated the effect of
target localization on the sensitivity
enhancement. Especially, targets bound on nanowire sidewalls can contribute
significanlty to the overall sensitivity enhancement. This study shows a
potential for developing a highly sensitive SPR biosensor using periodic
metallic nanowires.
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